
Specky Woods (bonus story) 

By JY in Class 4 

 

Chapter 1: The poster 

One day, A few people booked a camping trip to specky woods for a camping trip. A 

few hours later, they were all at the campsite. Bob found a poster and mumbled the 

words that the poster said,” Camping trip gone wrong! A family of 5 went camping on 

the local campgrounds and were reported missing after not returning for a Prolonged 

time. 4 of the family members were found and confirmed dead, but their son is still 

missing. The murderer, Zack Nolan, Has been caught. His sentence is still being 

decided.”  

“Oh no...” He said. Everyone started exploring until night time. By night, everyone 

has found and read the poster. They couldn’t get to sleep so they ate roasted 

marshmallows.  

“I SEE YOU...” Came a voice from the trees.  

“STOP!” said the voice again as everyone ran to the cave as the creature jumped 

from the trees.  

“THEY DON’T UNDERSTAND! I AM THE SON!” Said the voice. 

“Did you see that?” Said Josh.  

“We should stay here for the night... We don’t want him to kill us!” Said Bob. Daylight 

approached and all the people were sitting in the corner of each tent, shivering in 

fear. Everyone overcame the monster and started to explore. They all agreed that 

they were tired and it must just be an illusion. They kept reading the poster... Over 

and over again to be sure it was real. Night approached. Everyone started to feel 

rain. They decided to head to the cave because of the rain outbreak. 

 

Chapter 2: The sandwiches 

“Oh no! If we are going to stay here all night until the rain stops, We need some food! 

One of us must go and get the basket!” John said. Bob went and got the basket. The 

rain hurt a lot, because it was a heavy down-fall. They all eat their sandwiches. 

“I don’t feel very well...” Said Bob. He started to lay down slowly and his heart rate 

was still going, but he stopped breathing. “The sandwiches were poisoned!” Said 

Josh. “Who ever has some of their sandwich left, don’t eat it!” Luckily, John was 

carrying a medical kit with him. He used it to help Bob. Bob managed to survive. 

They all agreed to not eat the sandwiches. The next day, Bob was still ill so he was 

lying down in the corner of the blue tent. The red tent had collapsed during the rain 

that night so they had to use the blue tent. Bob felt better after an hour or so. Then 

he explored with all the others. He couldn’t forget the poster he read earlier though. 

As soon as he read it, he felt like someone was watching them. Which they were. A 

real life monster in the trees waiting to kill them. He only attacks at night, Bob told 

himself. There are still 7 hours until night. I just need to calm down.  Once bob 



returned to the blue tent, he found a message written in blood that said “Still alive?”. 

Bob shouted of everyone. They all looked at the message. They said there was 

nothing there. Maybe it was the poison in the sandwiches making illusions. Then 

when Bob looked again, it wasn’t there. Maybe it was the monster playing tricks. 

Because, on the first night, once they woke up there was a dead dear. Maybe the 

monster killed it. But why? The dear would do nothing to hurt anyone. They would 

only hurt people is they get scared. Maybe the monster was just hungry. Probably 

likely because he tried to eat Bob, Josh and John on the first night. But still, the dear 

could have hurt the monster. There was also a black leg found in a bear trap on the first 

night when they woke up to. The monster was black, so it was probably the monster’s leg. 

 

Chapter 3: Collapse! 

Night approached pretty fast that night. They were all in the cave because there was 

only one tent up. They played tag and a bit of rock paper scissors until they heard a 

big CRASH! Once they saw where the crash came from, they were shocked. The 

cave entrance had collapsed. “Let’s try to find a loose wall in the cave so we can get 

out.” Said Bob. They all pushed every wall until they found that the back wall was 

loose. They pushed it until it collapsed. They followed the hallway. They found 2 

tunnels but one of them had spikes at the bottom. They couldn’t see which one has 

the spikes at the bottom though. Luckily, they all went through the right tunnel and 

slid down with no harm done. They followed the hallway and found another weak 

wall. They managed to break that weak wall but there  was a flood starting to 

happen! They had to get to the top of the cave before the cave flooded. They all 

helped each other to the top. They all managed to escape and they camped at the 

top for the night. The flood stopped when they got to the top. Maybe it was the 

monster trying to kill them by flooding the place. Maybe it was the monster that made 

the cave collapse. Josh had a scrape on his knee of escaping and all the jumping. 

He used his medical bag to bandage it though. Also, Bob was out of breath and 

needed an In-Haler. It was like John was the lucky one. He got out with out being out 

of breath or being cut on the knee, arm etc. “Look. Its the monster.” said Bob, 

pointing his finger at a black figure out in the campgrounds. ”Be quiet do he doesn’t 

see us!” said Josh. 

They all ate some sausage rolls. Luckily, these weren’t poisoned. They all had 3 

each. They were pretty tasty. Then, the next day came. 

 

Chapter 4: The Plan. 

“We have got to stop the monster!” said Bob. “I agree” said Josh “Don’t forget me. I 

also agree.” said John. “How about tonight we confront him.” told Bob. “Okay. Its 

worth a shot.” said Josh. It was awkward how only Josh escaped the cave with out 

losing his breath or cutting himself. It was also weird how everyone else used sticks 

as weapons and he used a knife. Bob and John didn’t care that he used the knife. 



They agreed to put him at the front with the knife so if the monster attacks, He can 

stab him. They also agreed to put him in front because Bob and John only had 

sticks, and if they use the sticks, they might snap when they hit him. They put their 

weapons in their pockets and waited for night to approach. This was their final night 

at the campgrounds. They want to defeat the monster so that when the next family, 

friends or random people arrive, They don’t need to be scared or go through what 

they have gone through the previous 3 nights. They want through not being able to 

go to sleep, being poisoned, being chased and having to kill the creature. This was 

it. Only 2 hours until night arrives. They went to the tents and has a 1 hour and 25 

minute sleep. The other 35 minutes was for properly waking up and getting ready for 

the final battle. Everyone got out their knives and sticks (Only Josh got out a knife 

because he was the only one with a knife) and went outside he tent. Somehow, The 

monster knocked out everyone without touching them. As soon as they woke up, 

they realized that John wasn’t there... 

 

Chapter 5: Lost. 

“John? Where are you?” shouted Bob. “Over here!” replied John. Bob was shocked 

that John even replied to that. Specky Woods was a big campground. There was no 

way  that Bob was hearing things. He hasn’t been poisoned in 2 days. The poison 

has definitely worn off by this time. Even Josh heard it. Bob turned on his torch and 

looked for John. After 10 tiresome minutes, They finally found John. “It looks like its 

starting to rain. Quick, get to the tent!” said Josh. They all ran to the tents. “We will 

have to wait for the rain to stop if we are going to stop the monster.” said Bob.  The 

rain stopped after, yet again, 10 minutes. Then they went outside of the tents. 

“LOOK GUYS!THERE IS A BLACK FOG FILLING THE FOREST! THE MONSTER 

MIGHT BE TRYING TO KILL US WITH IT! QUICK, ONTO THAT STONE!” alerted 

John. 

 

Chapter 6:The story. 

They climbed the big stone and stood at the top of it. “LOOK! The monster!” said 

Bob. The monster started walking towards them. Josh held up his knife. “NOO! The 

sun!” said the monster. “You disserve this! You chased us, poisoned one of us and 

nearly killed Bob!” said John. “No no no! You don’t understand! I was only trying to 

help. I was only aiming to get Josh. I didn’t poison any sandwiches.” said the 

monster. “Huh?” Said Bob. “What did Josh do?”. “You see, I read the poster you all 

read earlier. I am the son of that family. I was at a hotel called Gloomo Hotel. Josh, 

or you can call his Zack Nolan, killed my family and left me half dead in the cellar. Its 

Josh who you should be worried about. Not me.” said the monster. “Haha! I have got 

you trapped!” said Josh, in his prisoner uniform holding his knife. “You can always 

call me Zach Nolan if you like. I  did  kill the monsters family. But you can just call 

him The Son. Anyways, you are my next victims...” said Zach Nolan. 


